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Abstrat
The maximum generalised network ow problem is to maximise the net ow into a speied
node in a network with apaities and gain-loss fators assoiated with edges. In pratie, input
instanes of this problem are usually solved using general-purpose linear programming odes, but
this may hange beause a number of speialised ombinatorial generalised-ow algorithms have
been reently proposed. To omplement the known theoretial analyses of these algorithms, we
develop their implementations and investigate their atual performane. We fous in this study
on Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin's exess-saling algorithm and Tardos and Wayne's push-relabel algo-
rithm. We develop variants of these algorithms to improve their pratial eÆieny. We ompare
the performane of our implementations with implementations of simple, but non-polynomial,
ombinatorial algorithms proposed by Onaga and Truemper, and with performane of CPLEX, a
ommerial general-purpose linear programming pakage.
Keywords: Network optimisation, Network ow algorithms, Generalised ow, Experimental
evaluation.
1 Introdution
In this paper we present our work on developing eÆient implementations of reently proposed
polynomial-time ombinatorial algorithms for the maximum generalised ow problem. This problem
generalises the maximum network ow problem in the following way. Eah edge e in the underlying
network has a gain fator (e) assoiated with it, and if x units of ow enter edge e, then x (e) units
arrive at the other end. Eah node has a speied amount of one ommon ommodity, alled the (ini-
tial) exess at this node. The objetive is to design a ow whih arries these node exesses through
the network to one distinguished node, the sink. The designed ow should maximise the amount of
the ommodity arriving at the sink and should not violate the apaities of edges. The maximum
generalised ow problem models some optimisation problems arising in manufaturing, transportation
and nanial analysis. The gain fators may represent the hanges of the amount of the ommodity
aused by physial transformations (for example, evaporation or deterioration during transportations,
or dissipation of energy during transmission) or administrative transformations (for example, urreny
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exhanges). A omprehensive disussion of various appliations of the generalised ow problem an
be found in [1℄, [3℄, and [12℄.
The maximum generalised ow problem is a speial ase of linear programming, so it an be solved
by any of the known general-purpose linear programming methods. The best asymptoti worst-ase
time bound on omputing maximum generalised ows using this approah is the O(m
1:5
n
2
logB)
bound of Kapoor and Vaidya's algorithm [9, 19℄ whih is based on Karmarkar's interior-point method.
Here n is the number of nodes, m is the number of edges, and B is the largest integer in the repre-
sentations of the apaities and gain fators of edges and the exesses at nodes, assuming that these
numbers are given as ratios of two integers. From the pratial point of view, one an solve instanes
of the maximum generalised ow problem as linear programs using, for example, the ommerial
general-purpose linear-programming pakage CPLEX [10℄.
A number of speialised \ombinatorial" maximum generalised ow algorithms have been proposed
during the last deade. A ombinatorial algorithm for the maximum generalised ow problem exploits
the ombinatorial strutures of the underlying network and the ows in this network, and often uses
as subroutines ombinatorial algorithms for simpler network problems, suh as the shortest paths
problem, the maximum (non-generalised) ow problem, and the minimum-ost (non-generalised) ow
problem. Two simple ombinatorial maximum generalised ow algorithms are due to Onaga [13℄ and
Truemper [18℄. Onaga's algorithm uses shortest-path omputations while Truemper's algorithm uses
maximum ow omputations, but both algorithms may need in the worst-ase exponentially many
iterations.
Goldberg, Plotkin, and Tardos [4℄ designed the rst two polynomial-time ombinatorial algorithms
for the maximum generalised ow problem, whih use shortest-path omputations and minimum-
ost (non-generalised) ow omputations. The running times of the theoretially faster of those two
algorithms is O(n
2
m(m + n logn) logn logB). Improved versions of Goldberg, Plotkin, and Tardos'
algorithms were proposed by Goldfarb and Jin [7℄ and Radzik [16℄. Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin [8℄
presented two simple exess-saling algorithms whih run in O(m
2
(m + n logn) logB) time. Their
simpliity made them probably the rst pratial polynomial-time ombinatorial algorithms for the
maximum generalised ow problem. Tardos and Wayne [17℄ (see also [20℄) proposed a polynomial-time
variant of Truemper's algorithm and an adaptation of Goldberg and Tarjan's push-relabel method for
the minimum-ost (non-generalised) ow problem [6℄.
The aim of the work summarised in this paper is to investigate whether the reently proposed
polynomial-time ombinatorial algorithms for the maximum generalised network ow problem an
lead to pratially eÆient implementations. We deided to fous on Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin's [8℄
exess-saling algorithm and Tardos and Wayne's [17℄ push-relabel algorithm, beause of their relative
simpliity and beause the minimum-ost ow algorithms whih these algorithms generalise (Orlin's
apaity-saling algorithm [15℄ and Goldberg and Tarjan's push-relabel algorithm [6℄, respetively)
were demonstrated to be pratially eÆient. Our rst straightforward implementations were disap-
pointingly slow, so in order to obtain ompetitive implementations, we had to develop modiations
and new variants of those algorithms.
We ompare the performane of our implementations with implementations of Onaga's and Truem-
per's algorithms and with performane of the linear-programming pakage CPLEX. The randomly
generated input networks whih we use in our experiments are loosely based on possible appliations
of the maximum generalised ow problem in the quantitative nanial analysis. In our experiments our
fastest variant of Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin's algorithm is usually onsiderably faster than the implemen-
tations of Onaga's and Truemper's algorithms. CPLEX performs better than our implementations,
but on large networks its dominane is small enough to believe that ombinatorial generalised network
ow algorithms, most likely in ombination with the ideas underlying general-purpose linear program-
ming methods, will soon lead to the fastest implementations for the maximum generalised network
ow problem.
In the next setion we introdue the terminology of the generalised ows and show the linear-
programming and the ombinatorial optimality onditions for maximum generalised ows. In Setion 3
we desribe Onaga's and Truemper's algorithms. In Setion 4 we desribe the framework of Goldfarb,
Jin and Orlin's exess-saling algorithm and presents within this framework their original algorithm
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and its three variants proposed in this paper. In Setion 5 we desribe Tardos and Wayne [17℄
push-relabel method and our implementation of this method. In Setions 6 we briey desribe the
generators of networks whih we use in our experiments, and in Setion 7 we present a few results from
our experiments. In the nal Setion 8 we mention some promising diretions in further improving
implementations of ombinatorial maximum generalised ow algorithms.
2 Denitions and Preliminaries
The input
An input instane of the maximum generalised ow problem is an asymmetri generalised ow network
~
G = (V;
~
E; t; e; u; ) with the following properties.
 (V;
~
E) is a direted graph with a set of nodes V and an asymmetri set of edges
~
E; that is, if
(v; w) 2
~
E, then (w; v) 62
~
E.
 t 2 V is the sink, the destination of ow.
 e : V  ! R

is an (initial) exess (or supply) funtion. We assume that e(t) = 0.
 u :
~
E  ! R

is an edge apaity funtion.
  :
~
E  ! R
>
is an edge gain (or gain/loss) funtion. For an edge e 2
~
E, (e) is alled the gain
(or gain/loss) fator of e.
Symbols R

and R
>
stand for the nonnegative and the positive real numbers, respetively. The
meaning of the gain funtion  is that if x units of ow enter an edge (v; w) at node v, then x  (v; w)
units arrive at node w. The assumption that the set of edges is asymmetri is made for notational
onveniene and without loss of generality. We also assume that for eah node in v 2 V , there is a
path from v to the sink t onsisting of positive-apaity edges. We denote the number of nodes by n
and the number of edges by m. If we state running time bounds using also a parameter B, then we
assume that all input numbers (that is, the apaities and gain fators of edges and the exesses of
nodes) are given as frational numbers with denominators and enumerators not greater than B.
A ow and the optimisation objetive
A ow in network
~
G is a nonnegative funtion f :
~
E  ! R

whih satises the apaity onstraints:
for eah edge (v; w) 2
~
E, f(v; w), the amount of ow outgoing from node v along this edge, annot be
greater than the apaity of this edge; and the ow onservation onstraints: the net ow outgoing
from eah node v annot be greater than the initial exess at this node. The objetive of the maximum
generalised ow problem is to nd a ow whih maximises the net ow inoming into the sink t. Suh
a ow is alled a maximum (generalised) ow. Formally, the maximum generalised ow problem
an be expressed as the linear program (P) with deision variables f(v; w), for eah (v; w) 2
~
E.
Constraints (2) and (3) are the ow onservation onstraints and the apaity onstraints, respetively.
In (2), the rst sum is the ow outgoing from node v, the seond one is the ow inoming into node v,
and their dierene is the net ow outgoing from node v. The net ow inoming to a node is equal to
the inverse of the net ow outgoing from this node.
(P) maximise:
X
(z;t)2
~
E
(z; t)f(z; t) 
X
(t;x)2
~
E
f(t; x); (1)
subjet to:
X
(v;x)2
~
E
f(v; x) 
X
(z;v)2
~
E
(z; v)f(z; v)  e(v); for eah v 2 V   ftg; (2)
f(v; w)  u(v; w); for eah (v; w) 2
~
E; (3)
f(v; w)  0; for eah (v; w) 2
~
E.
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The dual problem
Let (v), for v 2 V   ftg, and (v; w), for (v; w) 2
~
E, be the dual variables assoiated with on-
straints (2) and (3) of linear program (P). The dual problem of problem (P) has the following formu-
lation, simplied by introdution of a onstant (t) = 1.
(D) minimise:
X
v2V
e(v)(v) +
X
(v;w)2
~
E
u(v; w)(v; w);
subjet to: (v)   (v; w)(w) + (v; w)  0, for eah (v; w) 2
~
E;
(v)  0, for eah v 2 V ;
(v; w)  0, eah (v; w) 2
~
E;
(t) = 1.
A non-negative vetor  : V  ! R

, with (t) = 1, is alled a (node) labeling of network
~
G. It is
lear from the formulation of problem (D) that for any node labeling of
~
G, there exists a vetor  suh
that the pair (; ) is a feasible solution of problem (D). If we x node labeling , then the objetive
funtion of the dual problem (D) is minimised by setting


(v; w) = maxf0; (v; w)(w)   (v)g; for eah (v; w) 2
~
E: (4)
Therefore we will refer only to  as the dual vetor, assuming that vetor  is as dened in (4).
A tehnial issue
For notational onveniene, ow networks are often used in a speial form with symmetri sets of
edges. In the ontext of the maximum generalised ow problem, a symmetri ow network is a
network H = (V;E; t; e; u; ) where the attributes have the same meaning as for the asymmetri
network
~
G with the dierene that the set of edges E is symmetri, that is, if (v; w) 2 E, then
also (w; v) 2 E, and for eah (v; w) 2 E, (w; v) = 1=(v; w). For suh a network, the maximum
generalised ow problem is formulated in the following way.
(P
s
) maximise:
X
(z;t)2E
(z; t)f(z; t);
subjet to: f(w; v) =  (v; w)f(v; w); for eah (w; v) 2 E; (5)
X
(v;x)2E
f(v; x)  e(v); for eah v 2 V   ftg; (6)
f(v; w)  u(v; w); for eah (v; w) 2 E.
Only the positive edge ows are atual ows. Symmetri edges and Condition (5), whih is sometimes
referred to as the skew symmetry of a ow funtion, are used to simplify the notions of residual paths
and residual networks dened below. In the ase of an asymmetri network, we have to refer to
\sending ow along an edge (v; w)," as well as to \reversing some of the ow sent before along (v; w)."
In the ase of a symmetri network, we an refer only to \sending ow along an edge," either (v; w)
or its symmetri (w; v).
For an asymmetri input network
~
G = (V;
~
E; t; e; u; ), let G denote the symmetri network
(V;E; t; e; u; ), where E is obtained from
~
E by adding to
~
E the symmetri edge (w; v) for eah
edge (v; w) 2
~
E, and setting u(w; v) = 0 and (w; v) = 1=(v; w). For a ow f in network G, that is,
for a feasible vetor f : E  ! R of problem (P
s
), the orresponding ow in network
~
G is obtained
simply by restriting f from set E to set
~
E. Conversely, for a ow f in network
~
G, the orresponding
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ow in network G is obtained by extending f from
~
E to E aording to (5). It an be easily heked
that this natural orrespondene shows that problems (P) and (P
s
) are equivalent. For example, the
right-hand sides of (2) and (6) are dierent formulas for the same quantity, the net ow from a node v:
X
(v;x)2
~
E
f(v; x) 
X
(z;v)2
~
E
(z; v)f(z; v) =
X
(v;x)2E;f(v;x)>0
f(v; x) +
X
(z;v)2E;f(z;v)>0
  (z; v)f(z; v)
=
X
(v;x)2E;f(v;x)>0
f(v; x) +
X
(v;z)2E;f(v;z)<0
f(v; z) =
X
(v;x)2E
f(v; x):
We will use either network
~
G and problem (P) or network G and problem (P
s
), whihever is more
onvenient for a partiular purpose. The reason for introduing rst asymmetri networks is to have
a more natural notion of ow and a straightforward derivation of the dual problem.
Residual network
Let f be a ow in network G. The residual apaities u
f
of edges and the residual exesses e
f
of
nodes are dened in the following way.
u
f
(v; w) = u(v; w)   f(v; w); for eah (v; w) 2 E;
e
f
(v) = e(v)  
X
(v;w)2E
f(v; w); for eah v 2 V :
Note that e
f
(t) is the value of the objetive funtion for ow f : the net ow inoming into the
sink t (we assume that e(t) = 0). If e
f
(v) > 0 for a node v 2 V
f
, then we say that v is a node
with (residual) exess. A residual edge is an edge in E with positive residual apaity and a residual
path (residual yle) is a path (yle) whih onsists only of residual edges. Let V
f
denote the set
of nodes whih an reah the sink t along residual paths, and let E
f
= E \ (V
f
 V
f
) be the set of
the edges between the nodes in V
f
. The residual network is the (symmetri) generalised ow network
G
f
= (V
f
; E
f
; t; e
f
; u
f
; ), with funtions e
f
, u
f
, and  restrited to sets V
f
and E
f
.
If h is a ow in the residual network G
f
, then f + h is a ow in network G, whih reates the
exess e
f
(t) + e
h
(t) at the sink t. (Assume that h(v; w) = 0 for eah (v; w) 2 E   E
f
.) A proess of
omputing a ow h in the residual network G
f
and adding it to the urrent ow f is often alled an
augmentation of the urrent ow. If h is a maximum ow in the residual network G
f
, then f + h is a
maximum ow in network G.
Let e
opt
(t) denote the maximum possible net ow into the sink e
f
(t) over all ows f in network G.
We say that a ow f in network G is -optimal, if e
f
(t)(1 + )  e
opt
(t).
Flow generating yles
The gain (P ) of a path or yle P is equal to the produt of the gains of the edges on P . If we send
x units of ow from a node v along a residual path P to the sink, then the residual exess at the sink
inreases by x  (P ) units. A ow generating yle is a residual yle with gain greater than 1. If we
send x units of ow around a yle   from a node v, then x  (P ) units ome bak to v. Thus if  
is a ow generating yle, then by sending ow around   we an reate (or inrease) the exess at at
least one node on this yle. This additional exess may be sent to the sink, so it may ontribute to
the optimal net ow into the sink.
Let f be a ow in network G and let h be a ow in the residual network G
f
suh that the residual
network G
f+h
of the ombined ow f
0
= f + h does not have ow generating yles. We say that
suh a ow h anels, or saturates, (all) ow generating yles in the residual network G
f
, and the
omputation of suh a ow h is alled aneling, or saturating (all) ow generating yles.
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Relabeled network
Let f and  be a ow and a positive node labeling in network G, respetively. The relabeled residual
apaities, the relabeled gain fators, and the relabeled residual exesses are dened as:
u
f;
(v; w) = u
f
(v; w)(v);


(v; w) = (v; w)(w)=(v);
e
f;
(v) = e
f
(v)(v):
The residual networkG
f
and the relabeled residual network G
f;
= (V
f
; E
f
; t; e
f;
; u
f;
; 

) are equiva-
lent instanes of the maximum generalised ow problem. For a ow h in networkG
f
, the orresponding
ow h

in network G
f;
is suh that
h

(v; w) = h(v; w)(v); for eah (v; w) 2 E
f
:
We atually onsider funtions h and h

as dierent ways of expressing the same ow; h expresses
that ow in terms of network G
f
, while h

expresses it in terms of the equivalent network G
f;
.
Observe that for a path P from a node v to a node w, 

(P ) = (P )(w)=(v), and for a yle
 , 

( ) = ( ). If there exists a positive node labeling of a residual network G
f
suh that the
relabeled gain of eah residual edge in G
f
is at most 1, then learly network G
f
does not have any
ow generating yles. Suh a node labeling is alled a proper (node) labeling. Conversely, if a residual
network G
f
does not have any ow generating yles, then there exists a proper labeling of G
f
. For
example, if network G
f
does not have any ow generating yle, then the node labeling  of G
f
suh
that (v) is equal to the highest gain of a residual path from v 2 V
f
to the sink t in network G
f
is
well dened and is proper. This labeling is alled the anonial (node) labeling. If a network does not
have any ow generating yle, then we all it a non-gain network.
A highest-gain tree in a non-gain network G
f
is a subset of residual edges of G
f
whih form a
tree rooted at the sink t with edges direted towards the root, suh that the path in this tree from a
node v 2 V
f
to the root t is a highest-gain residual path from v to t in G
f
. The anonial labeling
of a non-gain network G
f
and a highest-gain tree an be omputed by a shortest-path algorithm by
setting the weight of an edge e to   log((e)). Using the Bellman-Ford-Moore single-soure shortest-
paths algorithm, the omputation of the anonial labeling and a highest-gain tree takes O(mn) time.
If we have a proper labeling (as often happens in maximum generalised ow algorithms), then this
omputation an be done in O(m+n logn) time using Dijkstra's single-soure shortest paths algorithm
with Fibonai heaps [2℄.
Complementary slakness onditions and other optimality onditions
Let f and  be feasible solutions of the primal problem (P) and the dual problem (D), respetively.
The following onditions are the linear-programming omplementary slakness onditions for f and
.
1. For eah (v; w) 2
~
E, if f(v; w) > 0, then (v; w)(w)  (v).
2. For eah (v; w) 2
~
E, if f(v; w) < u(v; w), then (v; w)(w)  (v).
3. For eah v 2 V n ftg, if (v) > 0, then e
f
(v) = 0.
These three onditions orrespond to the three ases of a positive variable in one problem implying
that the orresponding bound in the other problem must be tight. Condition (2) is an equivalent
formulation of the ondition that if (v; w) > 0, then f(v; w) = u(v; w).
In the theorem below we state together \linear-programming" and \ombinatorial" optimality
onditions for maximum generalised ows. The \ombinatorial" Condition (2) is due to Onaga [14℄.
Theorem 1. If f is a ow in network G, then the following four onditions are equivalent.
0. Flow f is a maximum ow.
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1. There exist a node labeling  of G suh that the feasible solutions f and  of the primal and the
dual problems (P) and (D), satisfy the omplementary slakness onditions 1{3.
2. (a) There is no node with positive residual exess in V
f
, and
(b) there is no ow generating yle in the residual network G
f
.
3. (a) There is no node with positive residual exess in V
f
, and
(b) there exists a proper node labeling of the residual network G
f
.
Proof.
(0) , (1). This is the linear-programming omplementary slakness optimality ondition.
(2) , (3). This equivalene is disussed above in setion \Relabeled network."
(0) ) (2). If not (2a) or not (2b), then we would be able to send more ow into the sink.
(2) ) (1). Compute the anonial labeling  of the residual network G
f
, extend it to a labeling
of network G by setting (v) = 0 for eah v 2 V   V
f
, and hek that vetors f and  satisfy the
omplementary slakness onditions 1{3.
The algorithms onsidered in this paper onverge to optimal solutions by progressively oming
ever loser to satisfying the optimality ondition 3. Onaga's and Truemper's algorithms desribed in
Setion 3 and Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin's exess-saling algorithm and its variants desribed in Setion 4
maintain a proper node labeling of the urrent residual network G
f
, and keep reduing the residual
exesses at the nodes in G
f
. Tardos and Wayne's push-relabel algorithm disussed in Setion 5 also
keeps reduing the residual exesses at the nodes in networkG
f
, but maintains only an \approximately
proper" labeling: for some small  > 0, 

(e)  1 +  for eah residual edge e in network G
f
. If
a maximum generalised ow algorithm may be viewed as being based on the optimality ondition 3,
then the relabeled residual exess in the residual network of the urrent ow may indiate the loseness
of this ow to an optimal one, as desribed in next paragraph.
Let f be a ow in network G suh that the residual network G
f
is a non-gain network and let 
be a proper labeling of G
f
. Dene the total relabeled residual exess as
TotResEx
f;
=
X
v2V
f
nftg
e
f;
(v):
The ow deomposition theorem for generalised ows (see, for example, [4℄ or [16℄ for details) implies
that
TotResEx
f;
 e
opt
(t)  e
f
(t): (7)
This inequality implies that if
TotResEx
f;
   e
f
(t); (8)
then e
f
(t)(1 + )  e
opt
(t), so ow f is -optimal.
3 Onaga's and Truemper's algorithms
The rst and the simplest ombinatorial algorithm for the maximum generalised ow problem was
proposed by Onaga [13℄ and an be desribed in the following way. The algorithm starts with a
non-gain residual network G
f
and iteratively augments the urrent ow by sending ow from a node
v 2 V
f
n ftg with positive residual exess to the sink t along a highest gain path P (see Figure 1).
The amount of ow sent in the urrent iteration from node v is suh that either the residual exess
at node v beomes zero or at least one edge on path P beomes saturated. By using always only the
highest-gain residual paths, the algorithm maintains the invariant that there are no ow generating
yles in the residual network. The omputation terminates when V
f
n ftg does not ontain any
node with positive residual exess, or, if we need only an approximate solution, when TotResEx
f;
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f input: a generalised ow network G g
f  a ow whih anels all ow generating yles in G;
while there is a node v 2 V
f
n ftg with positive residual exess do
1: ompute a highest gain path P from v to t in G
f
;
2: update ow f by sending ow from v to t along P
(transferring as muh of the exess from v to t as the edge apaities on P allow);
f invariant: there are no ow generating yles in G
f
g
end while
f output: optimal ow f in G g
Figure 1: Onaga's algorithm (ode HighestPath).
f input: a generalised ow network G g
f  a ow whih anels all ow generating yles in G;
while there is a node v 2 V
f
n ftg with positive residual exess do
1:  the anonial labeling of G
f
;
2: h a maximum ow h in G
f;
from the nodes with exesses to t
using only edges with (relabeled) gains equal to 1;
3: f  f + h;
f invariant: there are no ow generating yles in G
f
g
end while
f output: optimal ow f in G g
Figure 2: Truemper's algorithm (ode MaxFlow).
dereases below the desired approximation level. In the former ase, Condition 2 of Theorem 1 implies
that the omputed ow is optimal. In the latter ase, if we use the termination ondition (8), then
the omputed ow is -optimal.
The running time of eah iteration of Onaga's algorithm is dominated by the omputation of a
highest gain path from the seleted node v to the sink. This omputation is done by omputing the
anonial labeling  and a highest-gain tree in the urrent residual (non-gain) network G
f
. After
updating the ow along a highest-gain path from v to t, the labeling  remains a proper labeling,
sine the relabeled gain of eah new residual edge is equal to 1. Therefore the anonial labeling and
a highest-gain tree at the beginning of eah iteration (exept possibly the rst iteration) an be done
using Dijkstra's shortest-path omputation.
Truemper [18℄ proposed an algorithm whih also augments the urrent ow using only the highest-
gain paths (so it maintains the invariant that there are no ow generating yles in the residual
network), but in eah iteration all highest-gain paths to the sink are used. The pseudoode of Truem-
per's algorithm is shown in Figure 2. Let f be the urrent ow and let  be the anonial labeling of
the residual network G
f
. The highest-gain paths to the sink are the paths to the sink whih onsist
only of edges with relabeled gains 

equal to 1. Truemper's algorithm omputes in eah iteration a
maximum ow in network G
f;
from the nodes with positive residual exesses to the sink using only
the edges with relabeled gains 

equal to 1. This is a standard (non-generalised) maximum ow
omputation. The remarks above regarding the termination onditions in Onaga's algorithm and the
optimality of omputed ows apply also to Truemper's algorithm.
In the worst ase, both Onaga's and Truemper's algorithms may have to perform exponentially
many iterations. Atually, in the model of omputation whih assumes that data an be not only
frational but arbitrary real numbers, Onaga's algorithm may not terminate in nite time.
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f input: a generalised ow network G and a number  > 0 g
f  a ow whih anels all ow generating yles in G;
 the anonial labeling in G
f
;
while TotResEx
f;
>   e
f
(t) do
 TotResEx
f;
=(2(m+ n));
Phase();
f no ow generating yles in G
f
,  is the anonial labeling of G
f
,
TotResEx
f;
< (m+ n) g
end while
f output: -optimal ow f in G g.
Phase():
f no ow generating yles in G
f
,  { the anonial labeling of G
f
g
while there exists v 2 V
f
n ftg suh that e
f;
(v)   do
UpdateFlow; f a sequene of EdgeFlow operations to derease
bTotResEx
f;
= by at least 1 g
ompute the anonial labeling  and a highest-gain tree in G
f
;
end while
for eah (v; w) 2 E do LinkFlow([v; w℄; v; e
f;
(v; w)).
Figure 3: The general framework of Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin's exess saling algorithm.
4 Exess-saling algorithms
Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin [8℄ proposed two exess-saling algorithms. In our paper we onsider the rst
of those two algorithms and its variants, whih have the following overall struture (see Figure 3).
First all ow generating yles are aneled, that is, a ow f in an input network G is omputed suh
that the residual network G
f
is a non-gain network. Throughout all subsequent omputation, whih
onsist of a sequene of saling phases ontrolled by the saling parameter , the residual network
always remains a non-gain network.
During one phase the value of the saling parameter is xed at
 =
TotResEx
f
0
;
0
2(n+m)
; (9)
where f
0
is the ow in network G at the beginning of the phase and 
0
is the anonial labeling of
the residual network G
f
0
. The omputation performed during one phase is a sequene of appliations
of operation UpdateFlow and re-alulations of the highest-gain tree and the anonial labeling of
the residual network. Operation UpdateFlow sends residual node exesses towards the sink t along
edges of the urrent highest-gain tree using operation EdgeFlow. Operation EdgeFlow(v; w; k)
tries to send k units of ow along a tree edge (v; w), where k is a positive integer. The urrent
phase ontinues for as long as there is a node in the residual network with the residual exess at least
. When the phase ends, the value of the saling parameter  is re-omputed and the next phase
begins. The original Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin's algorithm and its three variants whih we propose in
this paper dier in the ways operation UpdateFlow sends the residual node exesses in the urrent
highest-gain tree. Before desribing the details of the dierent variants of operation UpdateFlow,
we rst disuss the onvergene of the overall method, the ruial underlying idea of \storing" small
exesses at the edges, and the details of operation EdgeFlow.
Let f
0
, f
00
and 
0
, 
00
denote the ows and the anonial labelings at the beginning and at the
end of one phase. The omputation performed during this phase has the property that the total
relabeled residual exess TotResEx
f
00
;
00
at the end of the phase is less than (n+m), that is, less
than half of the total relabeled residual exess TotResEx
f
0
;
0
at the beginning of the phase; see (9).
Thus the value of the saling parameter  dereases geometrially from phase to phase. There
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∆k e  v,w(      ) u  v,w(      ) e  w,v(      ) ∆k
w,v[      ]v,w[      ]
min{    ,   } min{         ,     }
wv
EdgeFlow(v; w; k):
f send k units of ow along edge (v; w) from v towards w;
pre-onditions: 

(v; w) = 1, e
f;
(v)  , k is a positive integer, k  e
f;
(v) g
LinkFlow(v; [v; w℄; k);
LinkFlow([v; w℄; [w; v℄;minfe
f;
(v; w); u
f;
(v; w)g);
LinkFlow(v; [v; w℄;minfe
f;
(w; v); kg).
LinkFlow(x; y; Æ):
f 

(x; y) = 1; Æ  minfe
f;
(x); u
f;
(x; y)g g
e
f;
(x) e
f;
(x)  Æ; e
f;
(y) e
f;
(y) + Æ;
f

(x; y) f

(x; y) + Æ; f

(y; x) f

(y; x)  Æ.
Figure 4: Sending ow along one edge.
are two main options for the termination ondition, whih orrespond to two possible denitions
of an approximate ow. The omputation may terminate when the total relabeled residual exess
TotResEx
f;
dereases below  times its initial value (the value at the beginning of the rst phase),
or when it dereases below  times the urrent aumulated exess at the sink t, where  > 0 is
the input parameter indiating the allowed approximation of the omputed solution. If the former
termination ondition is used, the omputation terminates in log(1=) phases. In Figure 3 and in our
implementations we use the latter stopping ondition, whih ensures that the nal ow is -optimal.
We disuss now how the residual node exesses are sent towards the sink t during the exeution of
operation UpdateFlow. Denote the number of full -unit portions of residual exess at the nodes
in V
f
n ftg by
TotResEx
f;;
=
X
v2V
f
nftg
be
f;
(v)=:
OperationUpdateFlow sends residual node exesses towards the sink t along the edges of the urrent
highest-gain tree, having an underlying aim of dereasing TotResEx
f;;
by at least 1 (to ensure
progress of omputation). This aim ould be easily ahieved if the residual apaities of all tree
edges were at least , beause sending  units of ow from a node v 2 V n ftg to the sink t dereases
TotResEx
f;;
by exatly 1. Thus the question is how to handle the edges whih have small residual
apaities. Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin [8℄ proposed a very elegant solution, whih is based on storing
some small exesses at the edges and an be desribed in the following way. Imagine that eah edge
(v; w) is split into three links by introduing two new nodes [v; w℄ and [v; w℄; see Figure 4. Links
(v; [v; w℄) and ([w; v℄; w) have innite apaity in both diretions and the gain fators equal to 1. The
middle link ([v; w℄; [w; v℄) takes the apaity and the gain fator of the edge (v; w). The exesses at
[v; w℄ and [v; w℄ are initially zero. It is easy to see that suh transformation does not hange in any
essential way the task of sending exesses through the network to maximise the total amount reahing
the sink. Nodes [v; w℄ and [v; w℄ are introdued to store small exesses.
The omputation of operation UpdateFlow is a sequene of operations EdgeFlow(v; w; k) ap-
plied to some edges (v; w) of the urrent highest-gain tree. The formal pre-onditions of this operation
are: 

(v; w) = 1, e
f;
(v)  , and k is a positive integer suh that k  e
f;
(v). This operation
sends k units of ow from a node v into an edge (v; w) in the following way. First k units of
ow are sent from v to [v; w℄. Then ow of value equal to the minimum of e
f;
(v; w), the urrent
exess at [v; w℄, and u
f;
(v; w), the urrent residual apaity of edge (v; w) (and of link ([v; w℄; [w; v℄)
as well) is sent from [v; w℄ to [w; v℄. Finally, ow of value equal to the minimum of e
f;
(w; v), the
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urrent exess at [w; v℄, and k is sent from [w; v℄ to w. The details of operation EdgeFlow(v; w; k)
are shown in Figure 4. To larify the meaning of the attribute \urrent" whih we use here, we
note that, for example, the urrent exess at [v; w℄ after sending k units of ow from v to [v; w℄ is
equal to e
f;
(v; w) = e
f
0
;
(v; w) + k, where f
0
is the ow right before the appliation of operation
EdgeFlow(v; w; k) and  is the urrent node labeling, whih does not hange during the exeution
of operation UpdateFlow. Note also that we simplify notation by writing e
f;
(w; v) instead of
e
f;
([w; v℄).
At the end of eah phase the exesses aumulated at the added nodes are sent to the original
nodes: the exess from [v; w℄ is sent to node v and the exess from [w; v℄ is sent to node w (see the
last line in the pseudoode Phase() in Figure 3). To be able to laim that eah phase dereases
substantially the total residual exess, we have to ensure that only small exesses an aumulate at
the added nodes. Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin [8℄ send always exatly  units of ow from a node v into
an edge (v; w), that is, in our terminology, they use operation EdgeFlow(v; w; 1), and they prove
that suh operation preserves the following ondition.
e
f;
(v; w) + e
f;
(w; v) < : (10)
Observe that Condition (10) is also preserved by the re-alulation of the anonial labeling, beause
the new anonial labels an be only the same or smaller than the previous ones, so the relabeled
node exesses either remain the same or derease. Sine Condition (10) is true for every edge (v; w)
at the beginning of the phase (the exesses at the added nodes are zero), this ondition is an invariant
of the omputation performed during one phase, so it holds in partiular also at the end of the phase.
Thus at the end of the phase, the residual exess at eah node v 2 V
f
n ftg is less than  and the
residual exess stored on eah edge is less than , so the total residual exess is less than (n+m),
as laimed above.
We implemented Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin algorithm, but the initial experiments showed that
using solely the operation of sending only  units of ow along one edge results in a slow and
non-ompetitive ode. We have obtained substantially faster implementations by sending exesses
equal to multipliities of . The following lemma shows values of k whih ensure that operation
EdgeFlow(v; w; k) preserves Condition (10). This lemma and its proof generalise Lemma 4 and its
proof presented in [8℄. The lemma says that operation EdgeFlow(v; w; k) preserves also an additional
ondition (12). One an easily verify that Condition (12) holds for eah edge at the beginning of a
phase and is preserved by re-alulations of the anonial labeling. Thus both Conditions (10) and (12)
are invariants throughout the whole omputation of one phase, provided that for eah appliation
of operation EdgeFlow(v; w; k) the pre-onditions of this operation and the bound (11) on k are
satised. The importane of Invariant (12) lies in ensuring that if e
f;
(v)   and u
f;
(v; w) > 0,
then the upper bound (11) on k is always at least 1.
Lemma 2. Let f and  denote the urrent ow and labeling. If nodes v; w 2 V
f
and an integer k are
suh that 

(v; w) = 1, e
f;
(v)   and 1  k  be
f;
(v)= (that is, the pre-onditions of operation
EdgeFlow(v; w; k) are satised), and additionally
k  d(u
f;(v;w)
  e
f;
(v; w))=e; (11)
then operation EdgeFlow(v; w; k) preserves Condition (10) and the following Condition (12):
u
f;
(v; w) > 0 ) e
f;
(v; w) < u
f;
(v; w); and
u
f;
(w; v) > 0 ) e
f;
(w; v) < u
f;
(w; v):
(12)
Proof. Let v, w, and k be as required by the lemma, and assume that Conditions (10) and (12) hold
before the exeution of operation EdgeFlow(v; w; k). Let f
0
and f
00
be the ows before and after the
exeution of this operation, respetively. The omputation begins with sending k units of ow from
v to [v; w℄. The amount of ow sent subsequently from [v; w℄ to [w; v℄, and further on to w, depends
on the relative value of the residual apaity u
f
0
;
(v; w). Consider two ases.
If k+ e
f
0
;
(v; w)  u
f
0
;
(v; w), then k+ e
f
0
;
(v; w) units of ow are sent from [v; w℄ to [w; v℄,
and k units of ow are sent from [w; v℄ to w. Thus e
f
00
;
(v; w) = 0 and e
f
00
;
(w; v) = e
f
0
;
(w; v) +
11
ef
0
;
(v; w) < , so Condition (10) holds after the operation. Sine u
f
00
;
(w; v)  k+ e
f
0
;
(v; w) 
 > e
f
00
;
(w; v), Condition (12) holds as well.
If k + e
f
0
;
(v; w) > u
f
0
;
(v; w), then u
f
0
;
(v; w) units of ow are sent from [v; w℄ to [w; v℄,
saturating edge (v; w). Thus e
f
00
;
(v; w) = e
f
0
;
(v; w) + k  u
f
0
;
(v; w). Consider two sub-ases. If
k  e
f
0
;
(w; v)+u
f
0
;
(v; w), then k units are sent from [w; v℄ to w. In this sub-ase, e
f
00
;
(w; v) =
e
f
0
;
(w; v) + u
f
0
;
(v; w)   k, so e
f
00
;
(v; w) + e
f
00
;
(w; v) = e
f
0
;
(v; w) + e
f
0
;
(w; v) < , whih
means that Condition (10) holds after the operation. We also have u
f
00
;
(v; w) = 0 and e
f
00
;
(w; v) =
e
f
0
;
(w; v) + u
f
0
;
(v; w)   k < u
f
0
;
(v; w)  u
f
00
;
(w; v), so Condition (12) holds as well.
If k > e
f
0
;
(w; v) + u
f
0
;
(v; w), then all e
f
0
;
(w; v) +u
f
0
;
(v; w) units of ow are sent from [w; v℄
to w. Thus e
f
00
;
(w; v) = 0 and e
f
00
;
(v; w)+e
f
00
;
(w; v) = e
f
00
;
(v; w) = e
f
0
;
(v; w)+k u
f
0
;
(v; w) <
, where the last inequality follows from (11). This means that Condition (10) holds after the
operation, and sine u
f
00
;
(v; w) = 0 and e
f
00
;
(w; v) = 0, then Condition (12) holds as well.
We desribe below four variants of operation UpdateFlow, whih dene the algorithm proposed
by Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin [8℄ and its three variants. Eah variant of operation UpdateFlow is
dominated by O(n) appliations of operation EdgeFlow, and dereases TotResEx
f;;
at least
by 1. The re-alulation of the anonial labeling and the highest-gain tree performed after eah
appliation of operation UpdateFlow may derease further TotResEx
f;;
, but it annot inrease
this quantity. At the beginning of a phase,
TotResEx
f;;
 TotResEx
f;
= = 2(n+m):
This means that the number of appliations of operation UpdateFlow in one phase is at most
2(n+m), so the running time of one phase is at most 2(n+m)(O(n) +O(m+ n logn)) = O(m(m+
n logn)). (Operation UpdateFlow hanges the ow only on edges whih have the relabeled gain
equal to 1, so the urrent labeling remains proper and the new anonial labeling and the new highest-
gain tree an be omputed using Dijkstra's shortest-paths algorithm.) In the worst ase, all variants
of operation UpdateFlow have the same performane: they redue TotResEx
f;;
only by 1 and
they have the same worst-ase asymptoti time bound. Thus all variants of Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin's
algorithm presented in this paper have the same worst-ase asymptoti time bounds, but their atual
performanes are onsiderably dierent. The idea underlying the proposal of new variants of the
original algorithm was to maximise the usage of the urrent highest-gain tree, sine the omputation
of the new one is a relatively ostly proedure.
To show that a partiular variant of operation UpdateFlow dereases TotResEx
f;;
at least
by 1, we use the following two straightforward lemmas.
Lemma 3. If the pre-onditions of operation EdgeFlow(v; w; k) are satised, then this operation
does not inrease TotResEx
f;;
.
Proof. This operation sends k units of ow from node v and at most k units of ow into
node w (the dierene stays at the intermediate nodes [v; w℄ and [w; v℄). This means that be
f;
(v)=
dereases by k, be
f;
(w)= does not inrease by more than k and be
f;
(x)= remains the same for
eah x 2 V n fv; wg, so TotResEx
f;;
annot inrease.
Lemma 4. If the pre-onditions of operation EdgeFlow(v; w; k) are satised, then this operation
dereases TotResEx
f;;
by k, if w = t or e
f;
(w) <  right after the exeution of this operation.
Proof. In both ases be
f;
(v)= dereases by k. If w 6= t and right after the exeution of this
operation e
f;
(w) < , then be
f;
(w)= does not hange.
We desribe now the four variants of Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin's algorithm, dened by four variants of
operationUpdateFlow. Eah variant of operationUpdateFlow dereasesTotResEx
f;;
at least
by 1 (as required for the laim that there are only O(n+m) appliations of operation UpdateFlow
during eah phase) beause it performs at least one operation EdgeFlow(v; w; k) of the type speied
in Lemma 4 for k  1. One an easily verify using Lemma 2 that Condition (10) is an invariant of
eah variant of operation UpdateFlow (we leave this to the reader), so whihever variant is used,
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UpdateFlow0:
v  a node in v 2 V
f
n ftg suh that e
f;
(v)  ;
PathFlow(v; 1).
PathFlow(v; k):
r  v;
repeat
EdgeFlow(r;next(r); k);
r  next(r);
until r = t or e
f;
(r) < .
Figure 5: Operation UpdateFlow0 used by Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin's exess saling algo-
rithm [8℄ (algorithm ExS0).
UpdateFlow1:
v  a node in v 2 V
f
n ftg suh that e
f;
(v)  ;
PathFlow(v; 1);
 the residual apaity of the highest-gain path from v to t;
k  bminfe
f;
(v); g=;
if k  1 then PathFlow(v; k).
Figure 6: Operation UpdateFlow1 used by algorithm ExS1.
the total relabeled residual exess is redued at least by half during eah saling phase, as disussed
above.
Algorithm ExS0
Algorithm ExS0 is exatly the algorithm proposed by Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin [8℄. The pseudoode of
operation UpdateFlow0, the variant of operation UpdateFlow used by this algorithm, is shown in
Figure 5. Operation UpdateFlow0 selets an arbitrary node v whih has the residual exess at least
 and sends  units of ow from v towards the sink t along the path in the urrent highest-gain tree,
applying operation EdgeFlow(r;next(r); 1) to the onseutive nodes r on this path. Node next(r) is
the parent of a node r in the urrent highest-gain tree. The omputation ends when the sink t has
been reahed or the residual exess at the urrent node is less than . Operation UpdateFlow0
dereases TotResEx
f;;
at least by 1 beause the last appliation of operation EdgeFlow is of
the type speied in Lemma 4 with k = 1.
Algorithm ExS1
Our rst variant of Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin's algorithm is obvious and straightforward, and should
atually be onsidered as the natural way of implementing this algorithm. The tree path from the
seleted node v to the sink t may have a large residual apaity, whih allows sending a multipliity
of  units in one go. Operation UpdateFlow1 used by algorithm ExS1 rst sends  units of
ow from the seleted node v towards the sink t along the tree path in the same way as operation
UpdateFlow0 does, with the only dierene that the remaining residual apaity  of the used
path is also omputed. If  > 0, then  units of ow have been sent from node v to the sink t.
If k = bminfe
f;
(v); g=  1, then there is the seond pass over the same path whih sends k
units of ow from node v to the sink t. The pseudoode of operation UpdateFlow1 is shown in
Figure 6. One an hek that there is always one or two appliations of operation EdgeFlow of the
type speied in Lemma 4 (the last appliation of operation EdgeFlow in eah pass), so operation
UpdateFlow1 dereases TotResEx
f;;
at least by 1.
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UpdateFlow2:
v  a node in v 2 V
f
n ftg suh that e
f;
(v)  ;
r  v;
repeat
EdgeFlow(r;next(r); 1);
if u
f;
(r;next(r))   and e
f;
(r)   then
EdgeFlow(r;next(r); bminfu
f;
(r;next(r)); e
f;
(r)g=);
r  next(r);
until r = t or e
f;
(r) < .
Figure 7: Operation UpdateFlow2 used by algorithm ExS2.
UpdateFlow3:
L list of the nodes in V
f
n ftg in a tree order aording to the urrent highest-gain tree;
while L is not empty do
v  rst node in L; remove v from L;
if e
f;
(v)   then
EdgeFlow(v;next(v);minfbe
f;
(r)=; d(u
f;
(r; w)   e
f;
(r; w))=eg).
Figure 8: Operation UpdateFlow3 used by algorithm ExS3.
Algorithm ExS2
Similarly as the previous two variants of operation UpdateFlow, the variant UpdateFlow2, used
by algorithm ExS2, selets an arbitrary node v 2 V
f
n ftg whih has the residual exess at least 
and sends o ow from v towards the sink t along the tree path. The dierene is that previously the
amount of ow sent o from eah onseutive node r of the path was the same ( units in operation
UpdateFlow0 and k units, for some integer k  1, in operation UpdateFlow1), while operation
UpdateFlow2 sends from a node r into edge (r;next(r)) rst  units of ow and then additional
  bminfu
f;
(r;next(r)); e
f;
(r)g=) units of ow. Thus dierent amount of ow may be sent into
dierent edges of the path. The amount of ow sent into an edge (r;next(r)) is relative to the residual
exess at node r and the residual apaity of this edge. The pseudoode of operation UpdateFlow2
is shown in Figure 7. The one or the two appliations of operation EdgeFlow to the last edge are of
the type speied in Lemma 4, so operation UpdateFlow2 dereases TotResEx
f;;
at least by 1.
We should note that this heuristi, whih sends into onseutive edges of the path (almost) as muh
ow as possible, does not always lead to faster atual performane. As the results of our experiments
presented in Setion 7 show, ode ExS2 performs signiantly better than ode ExS1 on networks
of one of the two lasses of input networks whih we have experimented with, but it performs somewhat
worse on networks of the other lass.
Algorithm ExS3
Operation UpdateFlow3, used by algorithm ExS3, is our nal variant of operation UpdateFlow.
It takes the most advantage of the urrent highest-gain tree and has performed best of all variants in
all our experiments. Operation UpdateFlow3 rst puts the nodes of the set V
f
n ftg into a list L
in an order dened by the urrent highest-gain tree: for eah r 2 V
f
n ftg, r is in L before next(r).
Next the nodes are taken one by one from L, and if the residual exess at the urrent node v is at
least , then ow is send into edge (v;next(v)) by applying operation EdgeFlow(v;next(v); k) with
the largest possible k allowed by Lemma 2. The details of operation UpdateFlow3 are shown in
Figure 8.
Operation UpdateFlow3 uses all edges of the urrent highest-gain tree, while all three previous
variants of operation UpdateFlow use only the edges of one path of this tree. The last appliation
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f input: a generalised ow network G and a number  > 0 g
f  zero ow in G;
k  0;
loop
k  k + 1;
anel all ow generating yles in G
f
and ompute the anonial labeling ;
if TotResEx  e
f
(t) then terminate;
Phase(
k
); f 
k
is the value of the rounding parameter for the k-th phase g
end loop
f output: -optimal ow f g.
Phase():
f G
f
does not have ow generating yles,  is the anonial labeling in G
f
g
b (1 + )
1=n
;
let ~

(v; w) be 

(v; w) rounded down to integer power of b, for eah residual edge (v; w) in G
f
;
while exists v 2 G
f
with positive exess do
if exists an admissible edge (v; w) f a residual edge in G
f
with ~

(v; w) > 1 g then
push(v; w); f update f by sending minfe
f
(v); u
f
(v; w)g units of ow along (v; w) g
else
relabel(v); f (v) (v)=b
1=n
g
end while
f [e
opt
(t)  e
f
00
(t)℄  [=(1 + )℄  [e
opt
(t)  e
f
0
(t)℄,
where f
0
and f
00
are the ows at the beginning and at the end of the omputation g
Figure 9: Tardos and Wayne's algorithm PushRelabel.
of operation EdgeFlow is of the type speied in Lemma 4, so operation UpdateFlow3 dereases
TotResEx
f;;
at least by 1. However, unlike the previous variants, one operation UpdateFlow3
may perform many operations EdgeFlow of the type speied in Lemma 4, so may substantially
derease TotResEx
f;;
. This seems to be the reason why algorithm ExS3 outperforms the other
variants in our experiments.
5 Push-relabel algorithm
Tardos andWayne [17℄ (see also [20℄) proposed an algorithm for the maximum generalised ow problem
based on Goldberg and Tarjan's push-relabel method for the minimum-ost (non-generalised) ow
problem [6℄. The pseudoode of Tardos and Wayne's algorithm, whih we all in this paper algorithm
PushRelabel, is shown in Figure 9. The omputation of this algorithm is a sequene of appliations
of proedure Phase(), where  is a parameter used in the alulations of rounding gain fators of
edges.
At the beginning of the omputation of proedure Phase(), the urrent ow in network G is
suh that the residual network G
f
is a non-gain network and the anonial labeling  of network G
f
has been omputed. The omputation starts with rounding down the relabeled gain fators 

of the
residual edges to integer powers of b = (1 + )
1=n
. Let ~

denote the rounded gain fators. A node
v 2 V
f
n ftg is an ative node, if it has positive residual exess. An edge (v; w) is an admissible edge,
if it is a residual edge and ~

(v; w) > 1. The way the ow and the labeling is updated is analogous to
Goldberg and Tarjan's push-relabel method for non-generalised ows: keep sending ow from ative
nodes along admissible edges, and if there is no admissible edge outgoing from an ative node v,
derease its label (v) to inrease the gain fators of the outgoing edges. More speially, proedure
Phase() uses two operations, push(v; w) and relabel(v). Operation push(v; w) applies if a node
v is ative and an edge (v; w) is admissible, and it sends minfe
f
(v); u
f
(v; w)g units of ow along this
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edge. Operation relabel(v) applies if a node v is ative and there are no admissible edges outgoing
from v, and it dereases the label (v) by fator b
1=n
(so the gain fators of the edges outgoing from
node v inrease by fator b
1=n
). Proedure Phase() repeatedly selets an ative node and applies
either operation push(v; w), if there is an admissible edge (v; w), or operation relabel(v) otherwise.
The omputation terminates when no ative node is left in the residual network G
f
.
Tardos and Wayne [17, 20℄ show that the running time of proedure Phase() is
~
O(mn
3

 1
logB)
1
,
and if f
0
and f
00
denote the ows at the beginning and at the end of the omputation, then
e
opt
(t)  e
f
00
(t) 

1 + 
(e
opt
(t)  e
f
0
(t)): (13)
Sine the rounded gain fators are used, the ow is not neessary sent along the highest-gain paths, so
ow-generating yles may be reated. Therefore, before the omputation proeeds to the next phase,
we have to anel all ow-generating yles. Goldberg, Plotkin and Tardos [4℄ show that this an be
done in
~
O(mn
2
logB) time by an adaptation of Goldberg and Tarjan's algorithm for the minimum-ost
(non-generalised) ow problem whih repeatedly anels minimum mean-ost yles [5℄.
The property (13) implies that the ow f at the end of the q-th iteration of algorithm PushRe-
label is suh that
e
opt
(t)  e
f
(t) 

1

2
   
q
(1 + 
1
)(1 + 
2
)    (1 + 
q
)
e
opt
(t);
where 
i
is the atual parameter of the i-th appliation of proedure Phase. Hene this ow is
-optimal for
 =

1

2
   
q
(1 + 
1
)(1 + 
2
)    (1 + 
q
)  
1

2
   
q
: (14)
Tardos and Wayne [17, 20℄ repeatedly apply proedure Phase with the same  = 1=2 to obtain the
best asymptoti worst-ase time bound for omputing -optimal ows. In this ase, (14) implies that
O(log 
 1
) phases suÆe, so the total running time is
~
O(mn
3
logB log 
 1
). Our experiments showed
that the omputation of Phase(1=2) is too slow to give good performane of algorithm PushRela-
bel. When we used instead  = (n), then the performane onsiderably improved. Suh values of
parameter  inrease the worst-ase asymptoti bound on the number of appliations of proedure
Phase needed to obtain a -optimal ow by an O(n) fator to O(n log 
 1
), but they derease the
worst-ase asymptoti bound on the running time of proedure Phase only by an O(log n) fator. In
our experiments, however, the trade-o goes the other way: the running time of one phase onsid-
erably dereased, while usually only two or three alls to proedure Phase were suÆient to obtain
10
 5
-optimal ows.
Our implementation and algorithm PushRelabel diers from the algorithm presented by Tardos
and Wayne [17, 20℄ also in the following way. We use the rounded gain fators only to identify
admissible edges, but we always keep updating the urrent ow in the original network G
f
, that is,
using the original exat gain fators. Tardos and Wayne update the ow in the rounded network, and
at the end of phase interpret the updates in the original network. When all updates are made in the
original network, then more ow is sent to the sink in eah phase, resulting in a better onvergene of
the omputation. One an hek that the analysis of the PushRelabel algorithm presented by Tardos
and Wayne in [17℄ and [20℄ remains valid for this modiation. Sine we have not developed yet a fast
ode for aneling all ow generating yles, this omputation is perform in our ode PushRelabel
by a CPLEX optimiser.
6 Generators of generalised ow networks
We developed, and used in our tests and experiments, two simple generators of generalised ow
networks, whih are loosely based on possible appliations of the maximum generalised ow problem
in the quantitative nanial analysis. To simplify our initial experiments, the generated networks
do not have ow generating yles. In our experiments we used uniform and various non-uniform
distributions.
1
Notation
~
O() hides a fator polynomial in log n.
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Figure 10: The struture of networks generated by the input generator LayersX.
Layered network: a multiperiod portfolio management model
Generator Layers and its variant LayersX have parameters K, T , D, 
min
, 
max
, u
min
and u
max
,
and reate a network with the set of nodes
V = f[b;  ℄ : b = 1; 2; : : : ;K;  = 0; 1; : : : ; Tg [ ftg:
A node [b;  ℄ represents an asset b at time  . An edge e = ([b
0
;  ℄; [b
00
;  + 1℄) with gain (e) and
apaity u(e) represents possibility of exhanging x  u(e) units of asset b
0
available at time  into
(e)  x units of asset b
00
, whih will be available at the next time  +1. Eah node [b; T ℄ is onneted
by an edge to the sink t. Generator Layers onnets eah node [b;  ℄,  < T , to D randomly hosen
nodes at the next time point  + 1. Generator LayersX onnets eah node [b;  ℄,   T , to D
randomly hosen nodes other than the nodes at the same time point  . A forward edge from a time
point  to a time point 
0
>  represents exhanging assets, with delayed availability of the purhased
asset if 
0
>  + 1. A bak edge e = ([b
0
; 
0
℄; [b
00
; 
00
℄) to a time point 
00
< 
0
represents borrowing.
The ow value x on suh an edge means that we get x  (e) units of asset b
00
at the time point 
00
but
we have to return x units of asset b
0
at the later time 
0
. Figure 10 shows the struture of networks
generated by generator LayersX.
The gains and the apaities of the edges are randomly seleted from the intervals [
min
; 
max
℄
and [u
min
; u
max
℄, respetively. Only nodes [b; 0℄ have positive initial exesses, whih are randomly
seleted from the interval [Du
min
; Du
max
℄. The maximisation of the ow into the sink t models the
maximisation of the total value of the assets held at the nal time point T . One should expet that
in the multiperiod portfolio model the gain fators of edges should be lose to 1, assuming that the
input data omes in a normalised form (that is, an initial labeling of nodes is given whih normalises
the units of the assests), so in our experiments we usually set parameters 
min
and 
max
lose to 1;
say 0:9 and 1:1 in generator Layers and 0:9 and 1:0 in generator LayersX (to avoid ow generating
yles).
Grid of liques: exhanging and transferring urrenies
The generator GridOfCliques has parameters K, Q, 
min
, 
max
, u
min
, u
max
, e
min
, and e
max
, and
reates a network with the set of nodes
V = f[; q℄ :  = 1; 2; : : : ;K; q = 1; 2; : : : ; Qg:
The sink t is an arbitrarily hosen node in V . A node [; q℄ represents a urreny  at a market
q. For eah q = 1; 2; : : : ; Q, the nodes f[; q℄ :  = 1; 2; : : : ;Kg form a (direted) lique; and for
eah  = 1; 2; : : : ;K, the nodes f[; q℄ : q = 1; 2; : : : ; Qg form a lique. An edge ([
0
; q℄; [
00
; q℄)
represents possibility of exhanging urreny 
0
for other urreny 
00
within the same market q. An
edge e = ([; q
0
℄; [; q
00
℄) represents possibility of transferring the same urreny  from market q
0
to
other market q
00
, and 1  (e) is the ost of suh transfer per unit of the urreny. The apaities and
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markets
Figure 11: The struture of networks generated by the input generator GridOfCliques.
gain fators are randomly seleted as in generator LayersX. The initial node exesses are randomly
hosen from the interval [e
min
; e
max
℄. The maximisation of the ow into the sink t = [
t
; q
t
℄ is meant
to model the omputation of an optimal way of transferring and exhanging various urrenies held
at various markets into the urreny 
t
at the market q
t
. Figure 11 shows the struture of networks
generated by generator GridOfCliques.
7 Experiments
We present in this setion results of some initial experiments with our implementations. All imple-
mentations were developed in C++ (gnu g++ version 2.8) using LEDA, version 4.0, a C++ library of
data types and algorithms [11℄. We onduted all experiments on Sun UltraSPARC II (2 300 MHz,
512 MB, Unix SunOS 5.5.1). Eah running time shown in the tables is the average time in seonds of
5 runs on networks of the same type and size, that is, networks generated by the same input generator,
with the same parameters, but with dierent random seeds.
Figures 12, 13 and 14 ompare the implementations of dierent versions of Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin's
algorithm desribed in Setion 4 and implementations of Onaga's and Truemper's algorithms (odes
HighestPath and MaxFlow, respetively) on networks generated by input generators Layers,
LayersX and GridOfCliques. All odes were run until 10
 5
-optimal solutions were omputed.
Figures 12 and 13 show that our suessive variants of Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin's algorithm lead to
progressively better performane on the Layers and LayersX networks, and the nal variant ExS3
is onsiderably faster than ode HighestPath, the implementation of Onaga's algorithm. Figure 14
shows that odes ExS3 and HighestPath are the fastest on networks GridOfCliques, but the
dierenes in performane of all odes are less dramati and, ontrary to our expetations, heuristi
ExS2 does not improve on heuristi ExS1.
Figure 15 ompares the performane of ode ExS3, our fastest variant of Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin's
algorithm, and ode PushRelabel against the performane of the ommerial linear-programming
pakage CPLEX [10℄. CPLEX has three basi optimisers: primal simplex, dual simplex and barrier.
The barrier optimiser is based on the interior-point method. We inlude in the tables only the
average running times of the primal and the dual simplex optimisers beause the barrier optimiser
was always the slowest. The running times of odes ExS3 and PushRelabel shown in the tables
are for omputing 10
 5
-optimal solution, while the running times of the CPLEX optimisers are for
omputing exat solutions. We monitored the omputation of the primal simplex optimiser, whih
generates a sequene of progressively improved primal feasible solutions, and observed that the time
needed to obtain a 10
 5
-optimal solution was usually equal to 80%-90% of the time needed to reah the
nal optimal solution. The tables in Figure 15 show that odes ExS3 and PushRelabel perform
worse than CPLEX, but the dominane of CPLEX should not be onsidered overwhelming, espeially
if we take into aount possibilities for further improvements of our implementations (see Setion 8).
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1 ExS2 ExS3
100/400 0.11 0.34 7.69 0.48 0.33 0.07
200/800 0.54 1.73 49.22 2.70 1.61 0.27
400/1600 2.17 8.52 195.10 10.54 7.80 0.88
800/3200 11.16 34.42 815.46 46.68 34.23 3.34
1600/6400 49.32 176.24 - 195.66 135.76 9.67
3200/12800 221.86 - - 862.73 437.79 33.94
Figure 12: Running times on inputs reated by the generator Layers.
Table () shows that on the LayersX networks the running time of our ode ExS3 grows, with the
growth of the size of networks, somewhat slower than the running times of the CPLEX optimisers.
Thus, even without any further improvements, ode ExS3 may be faster than the CPLEX optimisers
on networks a few hundred times larger than the largest networks inluded in Table (). (The limits
of our urrent system platform makes it diÆult to extend experiments to suh large networks.)
8 Conlusion
We have developed implementations for the maximum generalised network ow problem based on re-
ently proposed polynomial-time ombinatorial algorithms: Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin's [8℄ exess saling
algorithm (odes ExS) and Tardos and Wayne's [17℄ push-relabel algorithm (ode PushRelabel).
Sine our initial implementations whih losely followed the original desriptions of these algorithms
turned out to be very slow, it was neessary to investigate the details of design and analysis of the
algorithms to ome up with promising modiations. The performane of our nal odes ExS3 and
PushRelabel omes lose enough to the performane of CPLEX to postulate that ombinatorial
generalised network ow algorithms, in ombination with the ideas underlying general-purpose lin-
ear programming methods, will soon lead to pratially fast optimisers for the maximum generalised
network ow problem.
The running time of odes ExS is overwhelmingly dominated by the running time of the om-
putations of the highest-gain trees (Dijkstra's single-soure shortest-path omputations). Thus an
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100/500 0.21 14.26 0.97 0.69 0.13
200/1000 0.78 61.03 3.80 2.52 0.34
400/2000 4.56 249.86 16.72 10.36 1.38
800/4000 22.95 1061.11 71.29 41.02 7.08
1600/8000 185.50 - 339.45 181.22 28.46
3200/16000 1659.97 - 2169.16 1009.39 98.24
Figure 13: Running times on inputs reated by the generator LayersX. (MaxFlow ode
gives very high running times even for small networks generated by LayersX.)
obvious diretion in speeding-up these odes is to replae the omputation of the new highest-gain
tree from srath with a suitable pratially fast update of the previous tree. Another diretion is to
ome up with some mehanism of identifying \inative" edges during the omputation, that is, the
edges whih will never again, or at least not for a long time, have their ow values updated. In our
experiments most of the edges quikly beome inative, so removing suh edges from the network may
onsiderably speed-up the omputation.
The push-relabel method seems to oer more room for improvement. Our ode PushRelabel
implements only the basi push-relabel strategy whih maintains the ative nodes in a FIFO queue,
while there exist a number of dierent variants and heuristis for the push-relabel method developed
for non-generalised network ows. For example, it has been demonstrated that in the ontext of
non-generalised ows, periodial global re-alulation of the node labels may onsiderably improve
the atual running times. One should expet similar improvements from an analogous heuristi in the
ontext of maximum generalised ows.
The umbersome part of the push-relabel method for the maximum generalised ow problem is
the aneling of all ow generating yles, whih is required before eah phase. This omputation
does not have an analogue in the push-relabel method for the minimum-ost non-generalised ow
problem. We use a CPLEX optimiser for this omputation in our ode PushRelabel. One ould
ontemplate using only approximate aneling of ow generating yles, following the way Radzik [16℄
and Tardos and Wayne [17℄ used suh omputation in their variants of Goldberg, Plotkin and Tardos'
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0 ExS1 ExS2 ExS3
100/1000 0.08 0.18 38.16 0.30 0.38 0.09
200/3000 0.36 0.84 341.18 1.93 1.92 0.36
400/8000 1.34 3.33 - 6.91 8.44 1.64
800/23000 7.24 17.47 - 32.00 40.93 7.98
Figure 14: Running times on inputs reated by the generator GridOfCliques.
fat-path algorithm [4℄. However, details and a theoretial analysis of a possible push-relabel maximum
generalised ow algorithm whih uses only approximate aneling of ow generating yles are yet to
be worked out.
The push-relabel method for the minimum-ost non-generalised ow problem removes the negative
yles (the \ow generating" yles in that ontext) by simply saturating all edges whih have negative
redued osts. Analogously, we ould get rid of all ow generating yles by saturating all edges whih
have relabeled gains greater than 1. This method reates negative node exesses and therefore does
not t into Tardos and Wayne's push-relabel framework for the maximum generalised ow problem
presented in [17℄. We believe, however, that the push-relabel framework an be extended to handle
negative node exesses, and suh an extension should lead to improved pratial performane.
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